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h THE RECENT EXPLOSION of low-power low-cost

communication, sensing, and actuation technolo-

gies has ignited the automation of medical diagnos-

tics and care in the form of medical cyber–physical

systems (MCPSs). MCPSs are poised to revolutionize

patient care by providing smarter alarm systems, cli-

nical decision support, advanced diagnostics, mini-

mally invasive surgical care, improved patient drug

delivery and safety, and performance guarantees.

With the MCPS revolution emerges a new era in

medical alarm systems, where measurements gath-

ered via multiple devices are fused to provide early

detection of critical conditions. The alarms gene-

rated by these next-generation monitors can be ex-

ploited by MCPSs to further improve performance,

reliability, and safety.

Currently, there exist several approaches to de-

signing medical monitors ranging from simple sensor

thresholding techniques tomore complex data-driven

learning approaches. While all the current designs

have different strengths and

weaknesses, their perfor-

mance degrades when in-

formation regarding model

parameters is scarce. Under

this scenario, an alternative

approach that performswell

is the parameter-invariant

detector, which utilizes

filtered statistics that are

invariant to unknown pa-

rameters to achieve a constant false alarm rate across

different systems [1]. Parameter-invariant detectors

have been successfully applied in other cyber–

physical system (CPS) applications with structured

dynamics and unknown parameters such as net-

worked systems, smart buildings, and smart grids;

most recently, the parameter-invariant approach has

been recently extended to medical alarms in the form

of a critical shunt detector for infants undergoing a

lung lobectomy [2]. The clinical success of this

case study application of the parameter-invariant

approach has paved the way for a range of other

medical monitors.

In this tutorial, we present a design methodology

for medical parameter-invariant monitors. We begin

by providing a motivational review of currently em-

ployed medical alarm techniques, followed by the

introduction of the parameter-invariant design ap-

proach. Finally, we present a case study example to

demonstrate the design of a parameter-invariant

alarm for critical shunt detection in infants during

surgical procedures.

Common medical alarm designs
Design of medical alarms has its roots in classical

fault/anomaly detection and identification (see
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[3]–[6] and citations within). While a complete re-

view of the related literature is beyond the scope of

this tutorial, this section provides a high-level over-

view of common medical alarm designs, including

sensor thresholding, model-based, data-driven-

based, and hybrid approaches, as motivation for

the parameter-invariant design.

Sensor threshold alarms
The most common detectors currently in wide-

spread use in hospitals are threshold alarms. Thresh-

old alarms monitor a single physiologic signal as

measured by a biosensor [7]. When the value of the

signal crosses a predefined fixed threshold, the sys-

tem produces an alarm that can be observed by a

clinician. The goal of a threshold alarm is to alert a

clinician whenever the patient transitions from a

normal, healthy state to a dangerous, unhealthy state

based on the physiologic signal being monitored.

Threshold alarms are popular because they are

simple; they are easy to implement, and easy for hu-

mans to understand. However, extensive research

has shown that single sensor threshold alarms are

severely limited. Various studies have documented

sensor threshold false alarm rates ranging from 57%

to 99% of all alarms, causing alarm fatigue in care-

givers [8]. Thus, threshold alarms can ultimately fail

to provide clinicians with a reliable understanding of

their patients’ state.

Model-based alarms
Model-based fault detection is a vast and sophis-

ticated area in control engineering, where varying

model fidelities are needed across applications [3].

In medicine, physiological models can be leveraged

to provide personalized alarms and treatment ad-

vice. Models of the target physiological process can

be used to interpret clinical measurements and esti-

mate the patient’s state in real time. This information

can then be used to generate predictive alarms or

advise treatment [9].

Developing a robust model-based alarm system

requires a high-fidelity model of the physiological

process that is being monitored. To apply the model-

based approach to physiological systems in general,

the model must be expressive enough to be able to

track all relevant states, and at the same time, it must

still be identifiable from measurement data so that it

is usable in a practical clinical setting. The tradeoff

between complexity and usability is one of the

fundamental grand challenges in physiological

modeling [10].

Data-driven alarms
The unreliability of underlying physiological pro-

cesses has led toward the data-driven design of

smart alarms. The data-driven approach leverages

patient data to learn a model directly and employ

the model for clinical detection. Data-driven ap-

proaches have been successfully applied in many

medical applications and have resulted in better

monitoring systems [11].

However, there are often practical challenges to

data-driven approaches in the medical domain.

Data-driven learning algorithms usually require rich

training data with accurate event annotations [6]. In

the medical domain, such annotations are often rare

or unavailable [8]. Moreover, temporal reasoning

over clinical data using data-driven techniques is still

an open and vibrant area of research [11], where

challenges arise due to the often large number of

possible features which must be learned using pos-

sibly restrictive data sets.

Hybrid alarms
In an attempt to leverage the strengths of multi-

ple alarm designs, various hybrid approaches to

medical monitoring have been proposed (e.g., [12]).

In general, these techniques have shown promise by

leveraging the strengths of various approaches to

overcome their collective shortcomings. However,

these hybrid approaches require some combination

of accurate models and rich training data [6], [10].

As an alternative to the designs presented in this sec-

tion, the following section describes the parameter-

invariant alarm design approach, which has been

shown to perform well in situations where model pa-

rameters are unknown and training data is scarce [2].

Parameter-invariant alarm design
In applications where patient or condition varia-

bility precludes accurate models and rich training

data, the parameter-invariant design provides an al-

ternative approach. A parameter-invariant design

represents a guided approach to the removal of un-

known or corrupted signals from the measure-

ment. To design a parameter-invariant test, we

assume there exists a real-world process P which

can be modeled asMP and there exists a test T H
for the hypothesis (question) H. In designing a
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parameter-invariant alarms, three design require-

ments must be satisfied:

h T H is invariant toMP ;

h MP is accurate for P;
h T H is accurate for H.

The remainder of this section discusses the above

requirements, while the subsequent section pro-

vides a step-by-step tutorial example for designing a

parameter-invariant alarm.

Foundations of parameter-invariant design
At the core of the parameter-invariant alarm de-

sign is the requirement that the test T H is invariant to

the unknown model parametersMP . In this section,

we first introduce the high-level mathematical foun-

dations for parameter-invariant design, then provide

examples of three parameter-induced transforma-

tions and their respective invariant tests common in

real-world medical monitoring applications namely:

bias, scale, and rotation.

To begin, let us assume that the unknown model

parameters induce a group of transformations GM
on themeasurements y. A test statistic tðyÞ is invariant
to the group of transformations GM, if and only if

8g 2 GM; tðyÞ ¼ t gðyÞð Þ

where, in words, we say the statistic is invariant to the

group of transformation if the statistic has the same

value regardless of the unknown parameters. There

are many invariant statistics [e.g., tðyÞ ¼ 0 is trivially

invariant to all parameters, but is useless as a test

statistic], thus we wish (if possible) to choose an in-

variant statistic that is maximally invariant, namely

the statistic which only removes the effect of the un-

known parameters. This concept is captured mathe-

matically by the following implication: for any two

measurement vectors y0 and y00

tðy0Þ ¼ tðy00Þ �! 9g 2 GM; y0 ¼ gðy00Þ:

Except in rare cases, a maximally invariant statistic

cannot be realized; however, designing the statistic to

be near maximally invariant improves the test per-

formance. To present different groups of transforma-

tions and their corresponding maximally invariant

statistics, the remainder of this sectionutilizes Figure 1

illustrating transformations induced by bias, scale,

and rotation.

Bias occurs when the outputs are (partially)

generated through a known process with unknown

parameters (e.g., the glucose response of an individ-

ual is governed by the individual’s insulin sensitivity,

which varies across the population). A subspace bias

is illustrated in Figure 1a, where outputs y are

summed with a vector H���� of unknown magnitude

and direction (in a known subspace, hHki) such

that y þH���� results. Thus, we say that ���� induces a

group of transformations G� ¼ fg j gðyÞ ¼ y þH����g.
From the figure, we observe that the vector statistic

Figure 1. Types of transformations included in the transformation group G. (a) Subspace bias.
(b) Scaling. (c) Rotation.
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tðyÞ ¼ H?y, where H? denotes the projection onto

the null space of H, is invariant to any bias in the

subspace hHki.1

Scaling occurs when the outputs are generated

by a process which multiplies them by an unknown

magnitude. All robust alarms are normalized by the

noise variance. In situations where the noise va-

riance is unknown (e.g., the variance of metabolism

in a diabetic population), the normalization process

induces an unknown scaling of the measurements.

The effect of scaling is captured in Figure 1b, where

an output y is scaled according to � such that �y

results (i.e., G�¼fg j gðyÞ ¼ �yg). From the figure,

we observe that the direction of the measurement

tðyÞ ¼ y=kyk is maximally invariant to scaling.

A rotation occurs when a translation is per-

formed on a signal in a subspace without affecting

the magnitude of the signal. In practical applica-

tions, rotations manifest as the eigenvectors of the

measurement covariance matrix, in a subspace. The

effect of a rotation is illustrated in Figure 1c, where

an output y is rotated in the subspace hHki by ap-

plying a unitary operation Q 2 U2 in the subspace of

hHki, denoted as UQU> when UU> ¼ Hk. The cor-

responding group of transformations induced by a

rotation in Hk is written as GQðyÞ ¼ fg j gðyÞ ¼
ðH? þ UQU>Þyg. From the figure, we observe that

the angle between the cone of rotation and the sub-

space hH?i, namely tðyÞ ¼ cos�1ðkH?yk=kykÞ, is in-
variant to an arbitrary rotation in hHki.

While bias, scaling, and rotation represent three

types of translations for which individual tests can

be designed invariant, combinations of these trans-

formations can also be considered. A detailed de-

scription of the compositional translation and the

resulting parameter-invariant statistics is provided in

[1]. Moreover, the set of transformations presented

herein does not represent a complete set of trans-

formations; however, we have found bias, scaling,

and rotation sufficient to design powerful detectors

in many real-world medical applications.

Physiological process modeling
To develop a modelMP , which is accurate for a

physiological process P, we consider classical com-

partmentmodelsofphysiologicalphenomena[10].A

compartmental model is (typically) a set of dif-

ferential or difference equations in which the state

variables represent the quantities of the target sub-

stances within each compartment and the equations

represent the interconnections among the compart-

ments.Theratesatwhichthesubstancesenteror leave

a compartment can be captured by a set of model

parameters. Since most compartmental models are

derived from first-principle physics, those parameters

usually have physiological meanings: for example, a

parametermay representhow fast a chemicaldiffuses

from one body compartment (e.g., an organ or a type

of tissue) to another.

In general, compartment models can be de-

signed to arbitrary accuracy through a natural group-

ing (or ungrouping) of physiological effects. For

instance, in the glucose–insulin system, one can

model the cumulative effect of carbohydrate inges-

tion as a single first-order differential equation repre-

senting collectively the stomach, intestine, and

blood compartments as the glucose system, or one

can model each of the three physical compartments

individually as interactive systems.When designing a

parameter-invariant alarm, the choice in model fide-

lity affects the performance of the resulting detector.

As a rule of thumb, the designer should utilize a

model which captures the general trend of the sys-

temwhile simultaneously ensuring that the unknown

parameters of the resulting model yield an invariant

statistic. This represents a design tradeoff which

varies with the monitoring application.

Regardless of the model fidelity, the parameter-

invariant design requires two parameterized mod-

els: null model ðH0Þ and event model ðH1Þ. The null
model describes the normal physiology, while the

event model describes the physiology in the pre-

sence of the event or condition. After discussing the

design of a hypothesis test in the following section,

we will demonstrate the modeling approach in a

case study example.

Hypothesis testing
Last, we consider that a test T H must be accurate

for the hypothesis problem H. While the parameter-

invariant approach utilizes two models (null and

event), it is unlikely that these two models always

accurately explain all possible scenarios. Thus, we

utilize two statistics t0ðyÞ and t1ðyÞ, to test the differ-

ent hypotheses independently. The first statistic t0ðyÞ
assumes that the null hypothesisH0 is true and aims

to test the event hypothesis H1. The second statistic

1See [1] for proofs of invariance and maximality for all
transformations considered herein.

2U denotes the set of unitary matrices.
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t1ðyÞ assumes that the event hypothesis is true and

aims to test the null hypothesis. To ensure a mini-

mum level of performance, the parameter-invariant

design bounds the following probabilities:

P t0ðyÞ 62 �0½ � � � and P t1ðyÞ 62 �1½ � � �

where � and � are the probability of false alarm

(type I error) and probability of miss (type II error),

respectively, and �0 and �1 define when each tests

accepts the assumed true hypothesis (event or null).

Employing these acceptance regions, the parameter-

invariant test decides to sound an alarm based on

Table 1.

In Table 1, the parameter invariant test makes a

definitive decision (i.e., alarm or no alarm) when

both statistic tests agree. When the tests do not agree,

the parameter-invariant alarm generates one of two

types of warnings. An indecision warning occurs

when neither test rejects its assumption, indicating

that there is not enough power in the test to disam-

biguate between the two hypotheses to the level of

accuracy specified. A model inaccuracy warning

occurs when both tests reject their assumptions, in-

dicating that neither model accurately describes the

measurements. The benefit of this two-sided testing

approach is that the event (or null) hypothesis will

not be accepted/rejected just because there is not

enough power or because the models are inaccurate.

Example: Critical shunt alarm
As a tutorial for the parameter-invariant alarm

design, this section develops a parameter-invariant

alarm to provide early detection of critical-pulmonary

shunts in infants during lung lobectomy surgeries, as

described in detail in [2].

Hypothesis formulation
In intubated patients, a pulmonary shunt can re-

sult in single lung ventilation through the insertion

of the endotracheal tube into the main stem bron-

chus of the healthy lung. A critical shunt occurs

when the single lung ventilation is insufficient to

maintain the blood oxygen content. Currently, the

level of oxygen in the blood is monitored at the pe-

ripheral capillaries (e.g., finger tip) through a pulse

oximeter, which does provide an accurate measure

of the arterial blood oxygen content, but is time-

delayed, and once the measurement decreases the

patient is already in a critical state. The aim of this

monitor is to use respiratory measurements, sam-

pled at 15-s intervals, corresponding to respiratory

rate, end-tidal CO2 (i.e., amount of CO2 exhaled),

and tidal volume (i.e., inhaled air volume) to pro-

vide accurate early detection of the critical pulmo-

nary shunts. Thus, the null hypothesis, in words, is

‘‘no shunt has occurred’’ and the event hypothesis is

‘‘a shunt has occurred.’’

Physiological model
Recalling that the physiological model must be

accurate for the process while simultaneously al-

lowing for a test statistic to be designed invariant to

any unknown parameters, we aim to develop a mod-

el which captures the general trends in the blood

oxygen content under the shunt and no shunt scena-

rios. The process which relates the hypotheses (i.e.,

the absence or presence of a shunt) to the respira-

tory measurements is governed by the circulatory

and respiratory dynamics. A simplified schematic

model of the gas partial pressures in the circulatory

and respiratory systems is illustrated in Figure 2,3

where the compartments of interest are the airways

(denoted by PeO2, PeCO2 and PiO2, PiCO2 for expira-

tion and inspiration, respectively), the alveoli (PAO2;

PACO2), arteries (PaO2; PaCO2), pulmonary capillar-

ies (PpO2; PpCO2), veins (PvO2; PvCO2) and pulmo-

nary veins (PRvO2; P
R
vCO2 and PLvO2; P

L
vCO2 for the

right and left side, respectively), also referred to as

‘‘lung-specific partial’’ pressures. For completeness,

the end-tidal airway CO2 partial pressure (i.e., PeCO2)

is measured via an anesthesia machine along with the

tidal volume and respiratory rate.

Despite the complexity of the cardiopulmonary

system, we can capture the general physiological

trends by utilizing three compartments correspond-

ing to the: 1) cardiovascular system; 2) CO2 diffu-

sion; and 3) the respiratory system. As shown in

Figure 3a, the general trend of the cardiovascular

system is that the blood returning to the heart via

veins has an oxygen (carbon dioxide) content

Table 1 Test decision space for alarm system

3For a complete model explanation, including supporting
physiological evidences, see our previous work [2].
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approximately equal to a time-delayed measure of

the blood leaving the heart via arteries, minus (plus)

an unknown constant corresponding to the effects of

metabolism. Although this model only captures the

expected trend, we include noise with an unknown

uncertainty to account for the model inaccuracies.

Under no shunt, alveolar diffusion governs the

transfer of gases between the blood and air in the

lungs. We recall from [2] that due to the diffusive

capacity of CO2 and O2, the change in blood CO2

content is inversely proportional to the volume of air

in the lungs, while the change in blood O2 content

depends not only on the lung volume, but also on

unknown parameters representing alveolar wall

thickness, lung health, etc. Since the physiological

model must be both accurate and allow for an inva-

riant test to be designed (to be discussed), we elect

to use CO2 content as a proxy for O2 content since,

in general, an increase in CO2 content corresponds

to a decrease in O2 content. Thus, we model the

diffusion of CO2, as shown in Figure 3a, where

�ðtÞ � ð��=V ðtÞÞ þ �nðkÞ with �� denoting an un-

known proportionality constant, VðtÞ is the effective

lung air volume (i.e., tidal volume times respiratory

rate time sampling rate) and � denotes the unknown

certainty in our model thus far.

In the presence of a shunt, only one lung partici-

pates in diffusion as indicated by Figure 3b, which

tends to increase CO2 blood content (and decrease

the O2 blood content). Last, we observe that the al-

veolar CO2 partial pressure is approximately equal to

the expiratory CO2 partial pressure such that an in-

crease in expiratory CO2 indicates an increase

blood CO2 content (corresponding to a decrease

in blood O2 content).

The details of the model developed in this sec-

tion are provided in [2]. Equally important to the

accuracy of the model is the ability to remove the

effects of the unknown parameters. Following [2],

one may build a state–space model of the system

(not shown in this paper due to space constraints),

Figure 3. Model of the respiratory and cardiovascular partial pressures (a) without and (b) with a shunt.

Figure 2. Simplified schematic model of O2

and CO2 partial pressures in the respiratory
and cardiovascular systems.
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and after some algebraic manipulation, the time-

series measurement can be modeled as y ¼ Fiq þ
�n under each hypothesis with lumped parame-

ters q ¼ ½��; �i ���>, and n denoting noise.

Parameter-invariant test
We observe that the unknown parameters q and

� induce measurement transformations correspond-

ing to bias and scaling in the measurements (i.e.,

Gi ¼ fgjgðyÞ ¼ �yþ Fiq for i 2 f0; 1g). The invariant
statistics to the groups of transformations G0 and G1,

respectively, are

t0ðyÞ ¼
y>P01y

y>ðP0 � P01Þy
(1)

and

t1ðyÞ ¼
y>P10y

y>ðP1 � P10Þy
(2)

where

Pi ¼ I � Fi F
>
i Fi

� ��1
F>i

Pij ¼PiFj F>j PiFj

� ��1
F>j Pi :

For t0ðyÞ, invariance is established with respect to G0

by first projecting the measurements onto the null

space of F0 (eliminating the bias induced by q)
using P0. Then, a ratio is constructed where the

numerator is the energy of the remaining measure-

ments explained by signal under the event hypoth-

esis P0F1, and the denominator is the energy not

explained by the signal, thus eliminating the scaling

induced by �.

Discussion and ongoing work
THE PARAMETER-INVARIANT design approach over-

view in this paper addresses a design problem com-

monly encountered in medical applications. Based

on an evaluation (detailed in [2]), the critical shunt

alarm evaluated on real-patient data available from

the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) from

lobectomy surgeries over the last decade, for 26 pa-

tients with shunt-induced hypoxia, the detector gave

early predictions for about 80% of the cases while

maintaining a false alarm rate of about two false

alarms per hour as tested on 172 open surgeries that

were known to not have a shunt. Ongoing work in

designing parameter-invariant medical alarms in-

cludes the developing alarms for hypovolemia and

hypoglycemia conditions. The design of detectors

for these conditions will give insight into the robust-

ness of the parameter-invariant design. h
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